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Abstract: Managing data warehouses (DWs) is typically characterized by intensive data processing and
protracted activities which usually degrade performance. Moreover, DWs are usually designed with the overall
objective of making available the content to users, and for them to stay alive, all the management phases need to
interact with external and heterogeneous sources. These obviously expose the system to wider security issues. In
order to enhance performance, we present a scheme that utilizes the mobility characteristic of agents. The
scheme is designed with well-defined communication interfaces within the agent structures in order to improve
on the security, where communications within the DW must be done through communicators that require
authentications.
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I.

Introduction

A data warehouse (DW) is a collection of data from different sources organized in summarized and
aggregated patterns. This is usually composed of the historical data of an organization stored for end user
analysis. The data stored in the warehouse are uploaded from the operational systems and may pass through an
operational data store for additional operations before they are used in the DW for reporting. The detailed
decision making warehouse is normally maintained separate from the organization’s operational databases
because the functional and performance requirements of the DW are quite different from those of the
operational databases.
Data warehousing technologies have been successfully deployed in many industries including retail,
manufacturing, telecommunications, financial services, healthcare services and so on. They all have a common
set of characteristics: sheer size, interrelated data from many (often) distributed and heterogeneous sources, and
access by hundreds and thousands of people [5].
Because of the importance that is attached to DWs, different approaches [3, 8, 9, 10] for managing
them have been proposed, with their pros and cons. We therefore present the background and motivation to this
research.
Literatures have looked at data warehouse (DW) and security from different perspectives. The
introduction of a virtualized proxy component was proposed as a method of improving the security of
distributed DW systems [4]. This component hides the physical address of the DW and acts as a middleman
between the clients and the DW server. The proxy serves as the place holder for a set of security enforcement.
[19, 21] presented multiagent systems models that operate in distributed systems and warehousing
environments, with emphasis on the multiagency, while attention was not paid to security issues. The approach
described in [23] explains a method of representing security and audit rules for DW at the logical level by using
common warehouse meta-model. This is achieved by the extension of the relational model to consider security
and audit measures represented in the conceptual modeling.
As pointed out in a survey on currently available data security techniques and security requirements
[12, 22, 24], not much has been accomplished in totally securing DW systems and at the same time giving an
excellent performance. [6] presented an approach to balance security and performance to enhance the privacy of
DW. In this approach, the emphasis is on protecting sensitive business data in DWs that balances security
strength with database performance. [1, 16] offered a model driven approach to the development of secure DWs
based on XML and UML, while [17] presented a hybrid approach to an improved security framework for DW,
which considered the implementation of filter over data before they are kept in statistical form in a DW.
Agents systems security have been considered [2] in literature as well. [11] proposed a protocol which
provides an integrated solution for the various types of attacks. The protocol used trip markers, digital signatures
and encryption techniques to make the agent immune to most types of security threats. We have researches that
require agent platforms to maintain execution traces of an agent's code [14], agents to maintain a record of the
agent platforms visited [18], convey proof of safety properties of code [13], secure recording of itineraries
through cooperating agents [15], and single hop solution with agents limited to having a single hop from their
home platform [7].
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But the DW techniques described will only be successful under stable network condition. In our approach, a
component-based security to agent based data warehouse is presented.

II.

Background And Motivation

Organizations typically maintain the detailed decision making warehouse separately from their
operational databases. This is done because the DW supports on-line analytical processing (OLAP), the
functional and performance requirements of which are quite different from those of the on-line transaction
processing (OLTP) applications traditionally supported by the operational databases.
The characteristics that distinguish OLAP from OLTP applications and the typical client-server
architecture based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) or message passing over networks generally pose great
challenges to the management of data warehouses. From the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process to the view
maintenance and the data access phases, DW activities are quite data intensive.
In a highly loaded network with lots of interactions and requirements for high throughput, the
waiting/blocking in both message passing and RPC over the network may be unacceptable for some applications
due to delays. Throughout the waiting period, resources over the network that could have been used by others
are tied down. Although there are other techniques that try to avoid the blocking of processes, nonetheless
communicating processes still require network connections and resources. These techniques generally lack the
ideal autonomy that is required by very large systems like a DW, as such, a mobile agent based approach to DW
management is suitable as a remedy to these challenges, where agents are used to coherently manage the entire
system in order to give continual and uninterrupted access of the appropriate content to users.
Agent technology as solution to distributed problem solving is faced with the challenges of attacks
among the various components. DW is also usually an open system that is accessible by many users, with the
overall objective of making available the content of the warehouse; the ETL, management, and data access
phases need external and heterogeneous sources of data to keep the warehouse alive. These obviously expose
the system to wider security issues. In this paper, we address the security challenges within agent-based DW.

III.

Overview Of Our Agent System For Data Warehouse Management

A mobile agent is not bound to the system where it begins execution; it has the unique ability to move
from one system in a network to another. The ability to travel lets a mobile agent move to a system that contains
an object with which the agent wants to interact and take advantage of being in the same host or network as the
object, thereby reducing the need for communicating over the network. When an agent travels, it transports its
state and the code with it. Mobile agent technology allows processes to migrate among different machines.
To enable the efficient management of DW based on mobile agents, a high level architecture that covers the
activities across the entire warehouse management process has been designed, which specifies the functions that
different agents perform within warehouse environment. The components that make up the architecture are
categorized into four major segments: the operational systems, data factory, warehouse, and data access. This is
shown in Fig. 1. The dashed arrows in the figure indicate the presence of network, which connects only when
there is a need for the components involved to communicate. On three of the components, we have the database
connectivity interface that enables the mobile agents to get access to the data sources.

Figure 1: Architecture for secured agent-based data warehouse management
Operational Systems Component: This component houses the OLTP systems where the detailed day-to-day
transactions take place. On this component, we have the databases that store operational data of an enterprise.
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We then have mobile agents called Update Agent type I (UAI), residing on this component. These agents
monitor updates on the data sources that affect the materialized views on the DW and then report such updates
on the DW. They are useful in both the self-maintainable and the not self-maintainable categories of DW
maintenance. UAI also supplies data to the operational data store (ODS), an item on the Data Factory
component that is responsible for keeping prepared data for the DW in advance.
Data Factory Component: This component contains the entities that form the core technology for the mobile
agent-based ETL process. This is the data refinery, a place for the initial preparation of data before they are
finally taken to the DW. Three types of agents are initially deployed on the Data Factory component, they are:
Extraction Agent (EA), Transformation Agent (TA), and Load Agent (LA). EA and LA are mobile agents,
while TA is stationary agent. The Data Factory initially dispatches the EAs to the operational systems for the
purpose of extracting unclean data. On getting to the operational systems, they connect to the data sources
through the use of JDBC interface and perform the necessary extractions. The TAs are responsible for the
transformation of extracted data, and the LAs do the final loading of the transformed data.
Warehouse Component: The Warehouse component houses the DW, where we have data in detailed and
lightly/highly summarized form. This is the repository and the final target for all the data collected and prepared
from different sources.
Update Agent type II (UAII) initially resides on the Warehouse component. This agent is in charge of
updates in the not self-maintainable category of DW view maintenance. When an update occurs at a remote data
source, the data source only notifies the DW of the updates through UAI. The DW then issues UAII with
requests to the data source(s), requesting all the relations required in the view definition. After receiving UAII
with the requests, network is disconnected and requests are processed offline, or other network nodes utilize the
network resources. The remote data source(s) then process(es) the request, after which the results are sent to the
DW through UAII after reestablishing network connection.
Since the DW would be the main target for any malicious code, we add more security by restricting
access to this component such that only certain types of agents get admittance – which must supply necessary
credentials before gaining access to the DW. The agents that are permitted to access this component are the LA,
UAI, UAII and the Query Agents (QA) from the Data Access component.
Data Access Component: The Data Access component is concerned with getting access to the data on the DW.
It provides facilities for reporting query, application development, OLAP and data mining tools. Requests are
made to the DW through the means of the Query Agent (QA) that resides on the Data Access component. When
a request is issued, the requesting client goes offline while the results of the requests are being processed at the
DW. When the results are ready and network connection is reestablished, the results are presented to the
requesting client.
When any of the types of agents described above is overloaded with a task, we permit them to spawn a light
weight agent (LWA) of their types to render assistance.

IV.

The Framework

Since the mobile agents are designed to execute within a DW setting, one key non-functional
requirement of the mobile agents system is to design a reliable framework such that the DW can operate in the
face of intermittent network connections. In addition to that, security requirements demand appropriate
measures to be in place to protect the system from attacks.
In this section, we present the definitions of various entities that make up the security framework,
which enables agents to successfully execute within a DW setting.
We define the entities within the DW with which agents interact as a tuple
, where is a materialized
view within the system and is a source relation.
The warehouse can be in any of the following state:
. A safe state is when the
warehouse is perceived not to be in an unsecured state. The warehouse is in a suspicious state when there is a
doubt about the execution of agents within the servers or other components communicating with the system, and
hence, the executing components may be terminated. An unsafe state is when the warehouse has been certified
to be in a vulnerable state.
The actions that agents can perform are the normal database operations, and is defined by
.
These actions are produced by agents which execute within the DW. An agent is therefore defined as
, where is a run that leaves the warehouse in a state ; that is, it is as a result of the agent’s action
that the execution takes place within an environment
We now formally define the set of DW agents as
,
where
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is the update agent type I
is the update agent type II
is the extraction agent
is the transformation agent
is the load agent, and
is the query agent.
We define a place as an executing platform for agents, which is represented by the power set of agents as
, where n is the total number of agents within the place. This means that a place can
contain no agent
, or a set of agents in several combinations. A blackboard is attached to each place so that
moving agents can leave traces of their subsequent destinations.
To make the communicating entities more secured, a component-based communication was adopted where the
agent system’s communication infrastructures are inbuilt within the servers and the agents. There are three
types of objects that can engage in communication: the Servers, the Agents, and the Users. Communications can
take place locally or remotely, depending on the communicating objects.
To enforce more security, we identified and permit only four possible communication patterns among the
components within the system, so that all other communication patterns are mapped into these four. They are:
 Agent/Server communication: Communications between the server and agents must be done locally; that is,
an agent must be executing on the server it wishes to communicate with. Typically, the type of interaction
that takes place here is a local procedure call, where the two communicating objects reside on the same
machine.
 User/Server communication: Users get access to the server through a local user-server interface. The users
specify what they need through the interface and submit the request. If the request is to interact with a
server, then that server must be on the same machine where the request is submitted.
 Server/Server communication: The only communication that can take place remotely is a server to server
communication. When a server on one machine wants to talk to another server on another machine, the
requesting server connects the network and makes the request remotely; for example, when a mobile agent
requests the current server to transport it to another server, the requesting server connects to the destination
server and issues a request remotely. In our implementation, the rmi protocol was used.
 Agent/Agent communication: Mobile or static agents communicate with other mobile or static agents only
locally. This means that if two agents that are not on the same machine want to communicate, one of them
must move (or spawn and send a light weight agent (LWA) messenger of its type) to the machine where the
other agent is, and then communication would take place locally. The mailbox approach as an agent-agent
communication mechanism is explained shortly.
The remaining patterns of communication among the components are made possible as follows:
 User/Agent communication: When a user wants to communicate with an agent, s/he does so through the
server. The agent must be on the local machine where the user makes the request, and communication with
the agent takes place through the user-server interface. When the user passes a message to the server, the
server communicates with the agent as in a agent-server communication. But if the agent has moved to
another machine, a request is initiated by the server by creating a LWA and sending it with the message to
locate the agent in question, and communication takes place in the same way an agent would communicate
to another agent locally (on the same machine).
 User/User communication: a user makes use of the server to communicate with another user on the same or
different server.
The agent-agent and server-server communications require more specialized mechanisms; user-server
communication is simple, since they are performed locally through dialog prompts, and agent-server
communications are simply done by local method invocations.
These patterns give rise to the definition of four permissible communicators on the components within the
system. We formally define a
as a 4-tupple:
Where:
is the Agent/Server communicator component,
is the User/Server communicator component,
is the Server/Server communicator component, and
is the Agent/Agent communicator component.
We now define a
as the component that allows the execution of agents by providing the necessary
services.
Therefore, we present server as a tuple
, which contain
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and a
. The asterisk (*) indicate a vector containing at least one
item.
We define a data warehouse to be a set of servers,
, which are the operational system
server, data factory server, warehouse server, and the data access server respectively. These items represent the
components earlier described in Fig. 1, which exist on the entire warehouse system.
For any agent to execute within the system, permission is required to ensure that the warehouse remains in a
safe state.
We therefore define a
as a 5-tuple:
ρ
where the agent with actions is to access entities and
servers in order to interact
with
agents. An agent is granted a permit if only its actions will not take the warehouse into an unsafe
state.

V.

Implementing The Framework

The proposed framework was implemented in java and MySQL database, and we present the modules as Agent,
Communication, Places, and Server subsystem.
1.1 Agent Design
An agent’s class structure was designed that represents all the agents on the architecture of Fig. 1. All
the classes, with the exception of the Authenticate class, are located in the agent package – the Authenticate
class is found in the security package.
Within the architecture, we have static and mobile agents. Both types of agents are declared as abstract
classes that implement the Agent interface. These are related to communicators to enable communication.
The mobile agents, before migrating to any machine, requests the server where it is currently executing to
transport it to the desired machine. The server then makes the requests on behalf of the mobile agent, which
performs the transfer to the desired destination, if the request is granted. This class relates the Authenticate
class, which is used for the purpose of authentications by agents.
Mobile agents are further categorized into single hop mobile agents and multi-hop mobile agents. The single
hop agents are those whose functionalities do not require them to travel more than one machine, as such this is
incorporated into the design for the purpose of security.
The Load Agent (LA) is the only single hop agent in the system. This is declared as a final class in order to
prohibit extension; this is done for security purpose, which is explained in more details under agent security
system.
Multi-hop mobile agents can hop among several machines and have the capability of deciding which machines
to visit next. All other agents in the system are multi hop agents, and they are declared as final classes in order
to prohibit extension.
1.2 Communication components design
The mailbox approach described in [20] was used for the implementation, and what follows is the
entire system’s communication structure, with the class hierarchy displayed in Fig. 2.
Server-server communications can be performed both locally and remotely. Two interfaces are
therefore defined which qualify derived classes to communicate with the server either locally or remotely.
These interfaces are called LocalCommunicator and RemoteServerCommunicator to represent local
communications and remote server communications respectively. The LocalCommunicator defines all local
communications for other types of objects within the system; therefore agent-agent, agent-server and user-server
communicators use this interface as well. These classes are in the communicator package.
As depicted in the Fig. 2, four abstract classes are defined to implement the LocalCommunicaor interface;
AgentAgentCommunicator,
UserServerCommunicator,
AgentServerCommunicator,
and
ServerServerCommunicator. Each of these classes is related to the Authenticate class so that each time
communication is about to take place, authentication must be performed first. These classes provide the general
functionalities required for local agent-agent, user-server, agent-server and server-server communications
respectively. At the bottom of these abstract classes, we define the DW specialized classes that extend each of
the classes.
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Figure 2: Communicators’ design (UML Class Diagram)
The server communicates remotely through the RemoteServerCommnicator interface (which provides access to
all the remote methods), as such this interface must extend the java.rmi.Remote interface. It also extends the
java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject class for marshaling and unmarshaling remote references to objects.
1.3 Place Design
Places are execution environments where agents execute on servers. A Place in general provides the
agents that execute within it with the services of the host machine. The Place class hierarchy is located in the
server package.
Mainly there are seven classes that extend the Place abstract class. These are the MonitorPlace,
TransactionPlace, SubmissionPlace, WaitingPlace, MaintenancePlace, EnquiryPlace, and ReturnPlace. These
correspond to the places on the high level architecture described in Fig. 1.
1.4 Server Design
Agents execute within places on servers. The servers instantiate place(s) in order to execute agents, and
they must also instantiate communicator(s) to enable them communicate with other entities. A Server provides
blackboard where agents record information about their next destinations so that they can be traced. The server
classes are stored in the server package.
The main server class is called AgentServer, which defines all the functionalities required by all kinds
of servers, and four kinds of servers exist within the system which extend the main server class. Each of them
resides on the different components of the DW architecture and are referred to as OperationalSystemServer,
DataFactoryServer, WarehouseServer, and DataAccessServer. Each of these classes relates to at least one
Place class. The Place class is an execution environment for all agents within the system. A Place generally
provides the services of the host machine to the agents that execute within it.

VI.

Experimentation And Discussion

An experiment was conducted to integrate the different components and see the behavior of the
network during the extraction, transformation and loading (ETL), updates of self- and not self-maintainable
views, and query processes. A demonstration of what is obtainable from the system follows, with the following
computer setting: a Pentium M with 1.8GHz, 80GB/512MB running WinXP SP2, java (J2SE) and MySQL
server5. Then a Pentium IV with 3.2GHz, 150GB/1GB also running WinXP SP2, java (J2SE) and MySQL
server5.
Table 1 explains the calculations. In all the cases, an average size of 260byte-records were considered.
A case of 150 records was considered for the extraction, transformation and loading phase, while for the two
types of maintenance, a case of 100 records each was considered, and lastly for the user query, a case of 50
www.iosrjournals.org
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records was considered. The time for executing each process is as indicated, and the average time per record
and average time per byte are also presented.
TABLE I.

COMPARISONS OF METHODS

Activity

Agent based system
Time
(s)

Extraction
Transformation
Loading
Self-maint.
Not self-maint.
Query

3.2
92
6.8
3.4
5.6
0.55

Extraction
Transformation
Loading
Self-maint.
Not self-maint.
Query

5.4
155
7.7
4.7
8.5
0.69

No. of
Records

Ave. time
per record

Ave. time per
byte

150
0.021333
0.082 x 10-3
150
0.613333
2.359 x 10-3
150
0.045333
0.174 x 10-3
100
0.034000
0.131 x 10-3
100
0.056000
0.215 x 10-3
50
0.011000
0.042 x 10-3
Client-server based system
150
0.03600
0.138 x 10-3
150
1.03333
3.974 x 10-3
150
0.05133
0.197 x 10-3
100
0.04700
0.181 x 10-3
100
0.08500
0.327 x 10-3
50
0.01380
0.053 x 10-3

The achievement in time savings is obviously as a result of transactions that were mostly performed offline in
the agent based approach, while the client-server made use of network infrastructure for the transactions.
The first security concern we are addressing is the attack of agent against platform. All platforms certify agents
to be of the required type (EA, QA, UAI, UAII, TA) before allowing them to execute; i.e., any foreign agent that
does not fall within these agent types need to be certified by the administrator before it is added to the trusted
parties’ list. The instanceof keyword is used as follows, to certify that object x is of class type y: (x instanceof
y), which must be an agent within the set
. This is carried out within a class
called Authenticate, which authenticates agents and servers.
Next we prohibit the extension of the base classes of the Agent’s class. We make the following analysis:
1: If the extensions of these classes are allowed to be valid objects to execute, an attacker can extend any of
these classes and then define some malicious codes within the new class.
2: If a class or an interface type at a higher level is allowed to be a valid object to execute, an attacker can also
extend this class or implement this interface and then define some malicious codes within the new class.
Therefore we ensure that x is always a class at the lowest level of the agents’ class hierarchy of the agents’
design; not the extension of any of the lowest classes in the hierarchy and not any class or interface above them
in the hierarchy; this is achieved by using the final keyword to prohibit extending the classes.
But enforcing such restrictions would prohibit attackers from extending any abstract class or implementing an
interface at a higher level (with the intention of making this a valid class to execute). By doing this, there is no
fear of any attack on the platforms from visiting mobile agents.
Finally we need to handle the attack of other platforms and mobile agents against agents. Since all DW agents
start executing from certified and trusted platforms, there is no fear of any malicious act from any platform or
agent at the starting point.
The design of our communication system is fashioned in such a manner that all communications must
go through certain interfaces. These interfaces, called communicators, are protected and placed on trusted
servers such that only authorized parties that provide the necessary credentials get access to the communication
system. The security of the communicators, and hence of the entire mobile agent system, are completely
handled by the security mechanisms of the trusted servers. If an agent wants to move to another platform, it
requests the present server (which must possess authorization rights) to transfer it. The current server then
establishes a connection and performs the necessary authentication of the second server before handing over the
agent, if it deems it fit. While this agent is executing on the foreign platform, the agent communicator will
always require authentication from this platform and/or other executing agents (using the Authenticate class)
before it will give access to its functionalities. In this way, the mobile agent avoids the effects of attacks from
both the platform and other agents.
Since it is only the servers that can perform remote communications, and because they always perform
authentications before allowing access to their services, attacks from other entities against the mobile agent
system is taken care of.
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VII.

Conclusion

A secured agent based approach to data warehouse management has been presented where agents are
used to handle all the management activities of data warehouse right from the extraction, transformation and
loading, to maintenance and then to data access phases. In order to enhance performance, the mobility
characteristic of agents was utilized to design more robust warehouse architecture within a distributed
environment. A scheme with well-defined communication interfaces within the agent structures and with
inherent security is designed to handle the security flaws, where communications within the data warehouse
must be done through communicators that require authentications.
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